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dear friend of knom,

It might be stating the obvious, but
there’s so much of Alaska in this month’s
newsletter — even more than usual.
From sled dog races to 100-miles-anhour snowmobiles (we call them “snowmachines”) to a month-long visit to a tiny island
in the Bering Strait, every article in this April
Static hopefully offers you an insight into
what makes Western Alaska so unique — and
why all of us at KNOM hold the region we
serve so dearly in our hearts.
First, we pick up where we left off
last month with Diomede: a community we
reported as cut off from the outside world
because of problems with its helicopter flight
service. The hiatus is finally over, and KNOM’s
own Father Ross Tozzi — whose travel plans
were waylaid when the choppers stopped flying — shares his reflections at right.
Pages 2 and 3, meanwhile, focus on
races — specifically, the sled dog and snowmachine races that keep us so busy (and our
listeners so riveted) during March. It’s a special and very busy time of year.
Finally, join us on page 4 for a look
back at what late winter and early spring
brought to KNOM in years past. Then, as now,
your support makes so much possible.
Thanks so much for your generosity in
this first full month of spring. Know that we’re
keeping you in our thoughts and prayers,
especially with the arrival of Easter.
As we hope you’ll agree after reading
this issue, it’s a special time to be a part of our
mission family. From all of us at KNOM, a very
Happy Easter — and happy spring!

Unless we find beauty and
happiness in our own backyard,
we will never find them in the
mountains.

father ross, back from diomede

Serving the people of Western Alaska, by definition, takes one to incredible places — both literally
and figuratively. This late winter and early spring, that’s
been true in more ways than one for KNOM board
president and local parish priest Father Ross Tozzi.
Father Ross is recently returned from an extraordinary, unexpectedly lengthy stay in one of our region’s
most singular communities, and later this month, he’ll
be traveling again — this time, out of Western Alaska,
entirely.
As you may have read in our March newsletter, Father Ross was recently waylaid on the remote
community of Diomede, Alaska — on an island (Little
Diomede) in the middle of the Bering Strait, nearly
touching the International Date Line — because of an
unexpected interruption in helicopter service to the
island. Helicopter flights are the only way on or off Diomede for much of the year, and between mid-January and late February, these flights simply stopped; as
KNOM news reported, there was “no way on or off.”
Ultimately, for Father Ross, what was planned
to be a trip of less than a week was extended to 39
days. While being “stuck” for such a length of time
would be a challenge for anyone, Father Ross frames
his visit in a positive light: as an opportunity for spirituality, ministry, and service. In his words:
So what is it like being stuck on the rock?
My answer is simple: It was a joy, an honor, and
a privilege to be among the Diomeders in my
mini Lenten retreat. Perhaps the psalmist says it
C ontinued on page 2

best: ‘Come, let us sing joyfully to the Lord; let us
acclaim the Rock of our salvation.’ (Ps. 95:1)
When Father Ross was finally able to depart the
island at the very end of February, the farewell was
emotional for multiple reasons, not the least of which
is that he’ll soon be departing our region.
It was recently announced that, after a ninemonth sabbatical beginning April 19th, Father Ross
will be reassigned to Fairbanks to continue his ministry
in a new position: as the rector of Fairbanks’ Sacred
Heart Cathedral. It’s for this reason that he writes:
Holding back tears in my eyes on the 28th
of February, I left Little Diomede at the conclusion of my 39-day visit knowing that I would
no longer be able to travel to Saint Jude Parish
(Diomede’s Catholic church) as its pastor. Now,
in less than 35 days, I will leave Nome with tears
in my eyes as well.
While we’ll greatly miss Father Ross’ presence
in our region after his departure from Nome, we’re
excited for the new avenues of ministry he’ll be able
to pursue in his new position in Fairbanks next year.
In the meantime, Father Ross leaves with us
a simple but meaningful gift from his long stay on
Diomede: the crucifix he’s pictured holding in our
soon-to-be-completed digital studios (on page 1).
The Diomede crucifix will be hung on our new studio
walls, a tangible reminder of the incredible communities we serve — and the extraordinary lengths sometimes required to serve them.

Whoever loves much, does much.
— Thomas A. Kempis

a singular year for the iditarod

It’s a 1,000-mile race from Anchorage to
Nome, except this year, it was from Fairbanks to
Nome. The Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race traversed the
wilds of Alaska last month, following a route that had
to be changed at the last minute because of sparse
snow cover along the first third of the trail.
In this unusual year, there was so much to cover, especially since the first portion of the race passed
through regions of interior Alaska (some of which are
pictured at left) not normally involved in the race at all.
Thanks to your support and the generosity of
regional sponsors, we sent reporter Matthew Smith
along the trail from Fairbanks to Nome (joined in

Fairbanks by photographer David Dodman). Matt’s
pictured just before hitting the trail (from the Fairbanks
Airport) with Rob Jones, his pilot for the race.
Every day of the race, Matt (and, in Fairbanks,
David) sent dispatches of pictures and exclusive audio interviews, while all of our staffers and volunteers
worked back in Nome to tell the Iditarod story, on-air
and online. The pictures at left are but a tiny sampling
of the incredible snapshots of Alaska — and of one of
our state’s most iconic events — that you’ll find in our
online Iditarod coverage on knom.org.
Thanks again for making it possible. Our Iditarod coverage means so much, and it’s at the very heart
of what makes our rural Alaska mission so unique.

The Iditarod Trail is marked by sturdy
tripods.
A single post will not hold up to an
Alaskan winter; each post must be the
same length, or the tripod will topple
in the wind. Three equal posts fastened
together form one tripod.
So it is with the Blessed Trinity: three
Persons in one God.

a day of blindingly fast sleds

Amid all of our excitement at covering the
Iditarod last month, another race briefly captured our
attention: a race as fast as the Iditarod is epic.
The Nome-Golovin Snowmachine (Snowmobile) Race is an annual, 200-mile dash (to the
nearby community of Golovin and back) that captures
the eager attention of many in KNOM’s immediate
listening range. Beginning and concluding on the frozen Bering Sea just a few blocks from KNOM, the race
drew out a sizable crowd of both competitors and
race fans, many of whom had loved ones in the race.
Despite racer speeds topping out around 100
miles per hour, we’re happy to report that no one
was injured in this year’s competition. Thanks to you,
the KNOM team — including news volunteer Jenn
Ruckel, pictured — rallied to provide comprehensive
coverage both on the air and online (knom.org). We
know the coverage was appreciated; KNOM is effectively the only media organization to provide sameday news of the race. It’s a fun day, and your support
makes our coverage possible. Thanks!

looking back: 5, 10, 15 years

Here’s a quick look back on what early spring
brought to our mission in years gone by.
In March 2000, the Static (#408) tipped its hat
to a pilot with a history of support for our Iditarod trail
reporters. George Murphy, pictured on the sea ice
near Nome, flew KNOM newsies along on the race
route from 1993 into the new millennium. (He would
continue to do so until 2006.) Back in 2000, our mission also had snow on its mind — and on its doorsteps; volunteer engineer Les Brown was pictured
with chest-high snow drifts at our AM transmitter site.
Five years later (as we detailed in Static #475,
the May issue), April 2005 marked the retirement and
relocation to Anchorage of longtime general manager Tom Busch, whose decades of service at KNOM
gave him an encyclopedic knowledge of all things Iditarod. Even from hundreds of miles away, Tom would
continue to advise our mission on coverage and race
trivia for each Iditarod up to his passing in November
2010. Tom is pictured here with Ric Schmidt, who
became KNOM’s manager ten years ago this month.
Finally, as we reported in the April 2010 Static
(#539), five years ago brought a new start of a different kind, as we covered Iditarod on the web for the
first time via our On the Trail blog. The site featured
trail interviews from then-news-director Laureli Kinneen (Ivanoff), pictured in March 2010 at the Iditarod Ceremonial Start in downtown Anchorage.
From the very first Iditarod in 1973, KNOM
has covered the race — and done so much more for
Western Alaska — through your incredible support.
Thanks so much! To see lots more of our history —
including the original newsletters mentioned above,
not to mention six years of Iditarod coverage — visit
us online at knom.org.

Your love for God is no greater than
your love for the least important person
you know.

take knom with you

Want to read this newsletter on your smartphone, tablet, or other internetcapable mobile device? If your device has a QR code scanner, just scan the bar
code at right. Or, simply visit this address (on any device): knom.org/static/604.

Pl e a se co n si d e r K NOM in your es tate planning .

